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Project Overview

In this project we aim to achieve  two significant extensions of our recent work on developing a text-to-visual-

speech (TTVS) system (Ezzat, 1998).  The existing synthesis module may be trained to generate image

sequences of a real human face synchronized to a text-to-speech system, starting from just a few real images of

the person to be simulated. We proposed  1) to extend the system to use morphing of 3D models of faces --

rather than face images -- and to output a 3D model of a speaking face and 2) to address issues of coarticulation

and dynamics. The main applications of this work are for virtual actors and for very-low-bandwidth video

communication. In addition, the project may contribute to the development of a new generation of computer

interfaces more user-friendly than today's interfaces.

     
                                       Figure 1

Progress Through December, 2001

In the last six months we have focused on the second goal – a system for trainable videorealistic animation from

images. We have reported on the previous goal in the last report.

We describe how to create with learning techniques a genera-tive, videorealistic, facial animation module. A

human subject is first recorded using a digital videocamera as he/she utters a pre-determined speech corpus.

After processing the corpus automati-cally, a visual speech module is learned from the data that is capable



of synthesizing a visual stream of the human subject uttering en-tirely novel utterances that were not recorded in

the original video. The output is videorealistic in the sense that it looks like a video camera recording of the

subject. At run time, the input to the sys-tem can be either real audio sequences or synthetic audio produced by a

text-to-speech system, as long as they have been phonetically aligned.

The two key contributions of this paper are 1) an extension of the multidimensional morphable model (MMM) to

synthesize new, previously unseen mouth configurations from a small set of mouth image prototypes; and 2) a

trajectory synthesis technique based on regularization, which is automatically trained from the recorded video

corpus, and which is capable of synthesizing trajectories in MMM space corresponding to any desired utterance.

.

Figure 2: overview of the animation system



Figure 3: 24 of the 46 prototypes used to build the morphable model

We synthesize the trajectory by minimizing a regularization functional E:

Coarticulation effects in our system are regulated via the magnitude of the variance  for each phoneme. Small

variance means the trajectory must pass through that region in phoneme space, and hence neighboring

phonemes have little coarticulatory effect. Large variance means the trajectory has a lot of flexibility in choosing a

path through a phonetic region, and hence it will choose to pass through regions which are closer to a phoneme’s

neighbors. The phoneme will thus experience large coarticulatory effects.

Research Plan for the Next Six Months

We plan in the next six months to:

1) Incorporate higher-level communication mechanisms into our (2D and possibly 3D) talking facial model,

such as various expressions (eyebrow   raises, head movements, and eye blinks).



2) Assess the realism of the talking face.  We plan to perform several psychophysical tests to evaluate the

realism    of our system.
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